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**AMERICAS**

**BRAZIL – BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE**
- Alpha - Questions of Life
- How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
- Searching Issues
- The Alpha Course Leaders’ Training Manual
- The Alpha Course Manual
- Why Jesus?
- The Marriage Book
- The Marriage Course Leaders' Guide
- The Marriage Course Guest Manual
- The Da Vinci Code – A Response
- Alpha in a Catholic Context
- Youth Alpha Leaders’ Guide
- Alpha Viral video
- God At Work
- Alpha Course & Leaders’ DVD

**LATIN AMERICA – SPANISH**
- Alpha - Questions of Life
- Explore the Questions of Life Promo
- The Alpha Course with Alpha Express DVD (English and Spanish voice tracks – both Castilian and Latin American)
- The Alpha Course Leader’s training DVD (English and Spanish voice tracks – both Castilian and Latin American)
- The Alpha Course in a Catholic Context – An Introductory Guide
- The Alpha Course Leaders’ Guide
- The Alpha Course Manual
- Why Christmas?
- Why Jesus?
- How to Run Alpha – Director’s Handbook
- The Da Vinci Code – A response
- What is Alpha? (booklet)
- What is Alpha? (DVD)
- Alpha Invitations
- Searching Issues
- Youth Alpha Leaders’ Guide
- Faith Which Overcomes The World
- The Marriage Book
- The Marriage Course Leaders’ Guide
- The Marriage Course Guest Manual
- Ready for Marriage? Booklet
- How to Run Youth Alpha: Handbook
- Alpha Conference Delegate Notes
- How to Run the Alpha Course - Getting Started
ASIA PACIFIC

CHINA, HONG KONG, MALAYSIA, SINGAPORE – CHINESE CANTONESE (SPOKEN)
The Alpha Course DVD
The Alpha Course VCD Set

CHINA, HONG KONG, MALAYSIA, SINGAPORE - CHINESE HOKKIEN (SPOKEN)
The Alpha Course DVD Set
The Alpha Course VCD Set

CHINA, HONG KONG, MALAYSIA, SINGAPORE – CHINESE MANDARIN (SPOKEN)
The Alpha Course DVD
The Alpha Course VCD Set

CHINA, HONG KONG, MALAYSIA, SINGAPORE – CHINESE SIMPLIFIED (WRITTEN)
Alpha - Questions of Life
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Questions of Life Booklets
The Alpha Course Administrator's Handbook
The Alpha Course Cartoon Manual
The Alpha Course DVD
The Alpha Course including Alpha Express DVD (Chinese subtitles)
The Alpha Course Invitations - Alpha Course Hong Kong
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course VCD
The Marriage Course DVD
The Marriage Course Leader's Guide
The Marriage Course Manual
The Marriage Preparation Course DVD
The Marriage preparation Course Guest Manual
The Marriage Preparation Course Leaders' and Support Couples Guide
What is Alpha?
Why Christmas?
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha Leaders' Guide

CHINA, HONG KONG, MALAYSIA, SINGAPORE – CHINESE TRADITIONAL (WRITTEN)
A Life Worth Living
Alpha - Questions of Life
Caring for Ex-Offenders booklet
Christianity: Boring, Untrue, Irrelevant? VCD
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Questions of Life booklet: Does God heal today?
Questions of Life booklet: How can I be sure of my faith?
Questions of Life booklet: How can I make the most of the rest of my life?
Questions of Life booklet: How can I resist evil?
Questions of Life booklet: How does God guide us?
Questions of Life booklet: The Holy Spirit (including the talks: Who is the Holy Spirit?, What does the Holy Spirit do?, How can I be filled with the Holy Spirit?)
Questions of Life booklet: What about the church?
Questions of Life booklet: Who is Jesus?
Questions of Life booklet: Why and how do I pray?
Questions of Life booklet: Why and how should I read the Bible?
Questions of Life booklet: Why and how should we tell others?
Questions of Life booklet: Why did Jesus die?
Searching Issues
The Alpha Course Administrator's Handbook
The Alpha Course including Alpha Express DVD (Chinese subtitles)
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training VCD (Chinese subtitles)
The Alpha Course Mandarin/Cantonese VCD set
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course Manual (Cartoon Version)
The Alpha Course VCD Set (Chinese subtitles)
The Alpha Course Video (VHS) Set (Chinese subtitles)
The A-Z of Running Alpha for Students
The Marriage Course DVD
The Marriage Course Manual
The Marriage Preparation Course DVD
The Marriage preparation Course Guest Manual
The Marriage Preparation Course Leaders’ and Support Couples Guide
What is Alpha?
Why Christmas?
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha Invitations (full colour)
Youth Alpha Leaders’ Guide
Youth Alpha Leaders’ Guide (& CD Rom)
Youth Alpha Manual - Cartoon Style
Youth Alpha Manual (11-14 years)
Youth Alpha Manual (15-18 years)

INDIA – ASSAMESE
The Alpha Course VCD Set

INDIA – BENGALI
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
How to Start Running the Alpha Course
Questions of Life
The Alpha Course Leaders’ Training Guide
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course VCD Set
Why Jesus?

INDIA – GUJARATI
Alpha - Questions of Life
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
How to Start Running the Alpha Course
The Alpha Course Leader’s Training Guide
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course VCD Set
Why Jesus?

INDIA - HINDI
Alpha - Questions of Life
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
How to Start Running the Alpha Course
The Alpha Course Leaders’ Training Guide
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course VCD Set
Why Jesus?

INDIA – KANNADA
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
How to Start Running the Alpha Course
Questions of Life
The Alpha India
The Alpha Course Leaders’ Training Guide
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course VCD Set
Why Jesus?

INDIA – MALAYALAM
Alpha - Questions of Life
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
How to Start Running the Alpha Course
The Alpha Course Leaders’ Training Guide
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course VCD Set
Why Jesus?
INDIA – MARATHI
Alpha - Questions of Life
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
How to Start Running the Alpha Course
The Alpha Course Leaders’ Training Guide
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course VCD Set
Why Jesus?

INDIA - ORIYA
Alpha - Questions of Life
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
How to Start Running the Alpha Course
The Alpha Course Leaders’ Training Guide
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course VCD Set
Why Jesus?

INDIA – PUNJABI
Alpha - Questions of Life
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
How to Start Running the Alpha Course
The Alpha Course Leaders’ Training Guide
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course VCD Set
Why Jesus?

INDIA – TAMIL
Alpha - Questions of Life
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
How to Start Running the Alpha Course
The Alpha Course Leaders’ Training Guide
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course VCD set
Why Jesus?

INDIA – TELEGU
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
How to Start Running the Alpha Course
Questions of Life
The Alpha Course Leader’s Training Guide
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course VCD Set
Why Jesus?

INDIA - URDU
The Alpha Course VCD Set

INDONESIA – BAHASA (INDONESIAN)
A Life Worth Living
Alpha - Questions of Life
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Searching Issues
The Alpha Course DVD set (English and Bahasan)
The Alpha Course Manual

JAPAN – JAPANESE
Alpha - Questions of Life
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Maximising the Potential of Your Alpha Course
The Alpha Course Administrator's Handbook
The Alpha Course Cartoon Manual
The Alpha Course DVD
The Alpha Course Introductory booklet
The Alpha Course Leaders’ Training Manual
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Video
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course Video (VHS) Set
The Church on its Knees
Why Christmas?
Why Jesus?

MALAYSIA – BAHASA (MELAYU)
The Alpha Course DVD Set
The Alpha Course Manual

MYANMAR – BURMESE
Alpha - Questions of Life
The Alpha Course DVD
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Guide
The Alpha Course Manual

NEPAL – NEPALESE
The Alpha Course DVD Set
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Guide
The Alpha Course Manual
Why Jesus?

PHILIPPINES – CEBUANO
The Alpha Course Manual

PHILIPPINES – TAGALOG
The Alpha Course Manual

SOUTH KOREA - KOREAN
30 Days
A Life Worth Living
A Life Worth Living Leaders' Manual
A Life Worth Living Manual
Alpha - Questions of Life
Alpha for Prisons Training Manual
Alpha in the Workplace Leaders' Guide
Alpha Leaders’ Guide
Café Theology
Caring for Ex-Offenders Manual
Challenging Lifestyle
Challenging Lifestyle
Challenging Lifestyle Manual
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Maximising the Potential of Your Alpha Course
My Whole World Jumped
Searching Issues
Student Alpha Leaders’ Manual
The Alpha Course Administrator's Handbook
The Alpha Course Cartoon Manual
The Alpha Course Leaders’ Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course Video Set
The Alpha Songbook
The A-Z of Running Alpha for Students
The Church on its Knees
The Collection
The Da Vinci Code – A Response
The God Who Changes Lives (Vol. 1)
The Heart of Revival
The Heart of Revival Manual
The Marriage Book
The Marriage Course Invitation and Poster
The Marriage Course Leaders' Guide
The Marriage Course Manual
The Marriage Course Video Set
The Marriage Preparation Course Guest Manual
The Marriage Preparation Course Invitation and Poster
The Marriage Preparation Course Leaders' and Support Couples Guide
The Marriage Preparation Course Video Set
Why Christmas?
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha Leaders' Guide (& CD Rom where available)
Youth Alpha Leaders' Manual
Youth Alpha Leader's Manual for Youth & Old Youth & Students
Youth Alpha Manual - Cartoon Style
Youth Alpha Manual (11-14 years)
Youth Alpha Manual (15-18 years)

THAILAND – KARAN
Youth Alpha for Missions

THAILAND – THAI
A Life Worth Living
Alpha Express DVD
Challenging Lifestyle
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
How to Start Running the Alpha Course
Questions of Life
Searching Issues
The Alpha Course Leaders' Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course VCD Set
The Marriage Book
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha for Missions
AFRICA

ETHIOPIA – AMHARIC
Alpha - Questions of Life
The Alpha Course Guest Manual
The Alpha Course Leaders' Manual

SOUTH AFRICA – AFRIKAANS
A Life Worth Living
Alpha - Questions of Life
Searching Issues
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
Why Jesus?

SOUTH AFRICA – NORTH SOTHO (SEPEDI)
The Alpha Course Manual

SOUTH AFRICA – SOUTH SOTHO (SESOTHO)
The Alpha Course Manual

SOUTH AFRICA – TSONGA
The Alpha Course Manual

SOUTH AFRICA - VENDA
The Alpha Course Manual

SOUTH AFRICA – XHOSA
The Alpha Course Manual
Why Jesus?

SOUTH AFRICA – ZULU
The Alpha Course Manual
Why Jesus?

ZIMBABWE – NDEBELE
Alpha - Questions of Life
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual

ZIMBABWE – SHONA
Alpha - Questions of Life
The Alpha Course Audio Set
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
Why Jesus?
EUROPE

ALBANIA – ALBANIAN
A Life Worth Living
A Life Worth Living Manual
Alpha - Questions of Life
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha Manual (15-18 years)

ARMENIA – ARMENIAN
Alpha - Questions of Life
How to Run the Alpha Course - Getting Started
The Alpha Course Guest Manual
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Guide

AUSTRIA – GERMAN (AUSTRIAN)
Alpha for Prisons Manual
Caring for Ex-Offenders
Pastorates: Life at the Heart of the Church
The Marriage Course Intro Guide

AZERBAIJAN – AZERBAIJANI
Questions of Life

BULGARIA – BULGARIAN
A Life Worth Living
A Life Worth Living Manual
Alpha - Questions of Life
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Searching Issues
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course Team Training Video
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha Leaders' Guide (& CD Rom where available)
Youth Alpha Manual (11-14 years)

CROATIA – CROATIAN
A Life Worth Living
A Life Worth Living Manual
Alpha - Questions of Life
Challenging Lifestyle
Challenging Lifestyle Manual
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Searching Issues
The Alpha Course Administrator's Handbook
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
The Marriage Book
The Marriage Course Leaders' Manual
The Marriage Course Manual
Why Jesus?

CZECH REPUBLIC – CZECH
A Life Worth Living
Alpha - Questions of Life
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Marriage Course Leaders' CD
Marriage Preparation Course Leaders' CD
Searching Issues
The Alpha Course Administrator's Handbook
The Alpha Course DVD Set
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Video
The Alpha Course Manual
The Da Vinci Code Booklet – a response
The Marriage Course DVD Set
The Marriage Course DVD set (dubbed in Czech)
The Marriage Course Guest Manual
The Marriage Course Manual
The Marriage Preparation Course Manual
Why Christmas?
Why Christmas? Video
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha Leaders’ Guide (& CD Rom where available)

DENMARK – DANISH
30 Days
A Life Worth Living
A Life Worth Living Manual
Alpha - Questions of Life
God at Work (With God on the Job)
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Introducing Worship to Alpha Video
Maximising the Potential of Your Alpha Course
My Whole World Jumped
Searching Issues
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Leaders’ Training Video Set
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course Video Set
The Da Vinci Code – A Response
The Heart of Revival
The Marriage Book
The Marriage Course CD-Rom
The Marriage Course Leaders’ Guide
The Marriage Course Manual
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha Leaders’ Guide (& CD Rom where available)
Youth Alpha Manual (11-14 years)

ESTONIA – ESTONIAN
Alpha - Questions of Life
Conference Delegate Notes
Searching Issues
The Alpha Course Guest Manual

FINLAND - FINNISH
30 Days
A Life Worth Living
Alpha - Questions of Life
Alpha - Questions of Life individual chapter booklets
Alpha Conference delegate notes
Alpha for Prisons Training Manual
Discovering Truth in a Changing World
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Living Hope in a Changing World
Searching Issues
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
The Da Vinci Code – A Response
The Marriage Book
The Marriage Course CD-Rom
The Marriage Course Leaders’ Guide
The Marriage Course Manual
The Marriage Preparation Course Speakers notes
The Marriage Preparation Course Guest Manual
The Marriage Preparation Course Leaders’ and Support Couples Guide
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha Leader's Manual
Youth Alpha Manual (11-14 years)
Youth Alpha Manual (15-18 years)

**FRANCE – FRENCH**
A Life Worth Living
A Life Worth Living Manual
Alpha - Questions of Life
Alpha in a Catholic Context
Alpha Worship CD (French version)
How to Run the Alpha Course - Getting Started
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Searching Issues
The Alpha Course Administrator's Handbook
The Alpha Course DVD Set
The Alpha Course Invitation Material: posters, invitation cards, leaflets, banners
The Alpha Course Invitations
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training DVD
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
The Marriage Book
The Marriage Course Introductory DVD
The Marriage Course Leaders' Guide
The Marriage Course Manual
The Marriage Course Promotional Leaflets
The Marriage Course Speakers CD Rom
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha Leaders' Guide
Youth Alpha Manual

**GERMANY – GERMAN**
30 Days
A Life Worth Living
A Life Worth Living Leaders' Manual
A Life Worth Living Manual
Alpha - Questions of Life
Alpha for Prisons Training Manual
Alpha in the Workplace Leaders' Guide
Alpha Team Training DVD / Behind the Scenes. German title: "Das Alpha Team. DVD-Set"
Caring for Ex-Offenders Manual
Challenging Lifestyle
Challenging Lifestyle - Workbook
Christianity: Boring, Untrue, Irrelevant?
How does God Guide Us?
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
My Whole World Jumped
Searching Issues
The Alpha Admin CD Rom
The Alpha Course Administrator's Handbook
The Alpha Course DVD
The Alpha Course Invitations
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Video
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course Video Set
The Church On Its Knees
The Da Vinci Code – a response
The Marriage Book
The Marriage Course DVD
The Marriage Course Invitations
The Marriage Course Leaders' Guide
The Marriage Course Manual
The Marriage Preparation Course DVD
The Marriage Preparation Course Invitations
The Marriage Preparation Course Leaders' Guide
The Marriage Preparation Course Manual
Why Christmas?
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha Leaders' Guide (& CD Rom where available)
Youth Alpha Manual (15-18 years)

GREECE — GREEK
Alpha - Questions of Life
Alpha Course DVD (subtitled)
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
Why Jesus?

HUNGARY — HUNGARIAN
A Life Worth Living
Alpha - Questions of Life
Alpha for Prisons in partnership with Caring for Ex-Offenders Leaflet
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Running Alpha for Prisons – Leaders’ Guide
Searching Issues
The Alpha Course Administrator's Handbook
The Alpha Course DVD Set
The Alpha Course Introductory Booklet
The Alpha Course Invitations
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training DVD
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Video
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course Video Set
The Marriage Book
The Marriage Course Leaders' Manual
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha Leaders' Guide
Youth Alpha Manual (15-18 years)

ICELAND — ICELANDIC
A Life Worth Living
Alpha - Questions of Life
Challenging Lifestyle
The Alpha Course Manual
The Marriage Course Manual
Why Jesus?

ITALY — ITALIAN
Alpha per l'Italia
Questions of Life

LATVIA — LATVIAN
The Alpha Course Guest Manual
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
Youth Alpha CD-rom

LITHUANIA — LITHUANIAN
The Alpha Course Manual

MACEDONIA — MACEDONIAN
A Life Worth Living
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
Why Jesus?

NETHERLANDS — DUTCH
30 Days
A Life Worth Living
A Life Worth Living Manual
A Life Worth Living Manual
Alpha - Questions of Life
Alpha Express DVD-set
Challenging Lifestyle
Challenging Lifestyle Manual
God at Work - Ken Costa
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Manual Alpha in prison
Searching Issues
The Alpha Course DVD set
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Video
The Alpha Course Manual
The Church on its Knees
The Heart of Revival
The Heart of Revival Manual
The Marriage Book
The Marriage Course CD-Rom
The Marriage Course Leaders' Guide
The Marriage Course Manual
The Marriage Preparation Course CD-rom
The Marriage Preparation Course Guest Manual
The Marriage Preparation Course Leaders’ Manual
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha Leaders’ Guide (& CD Rom where available)
Youth Alpha Manual (11-14 years)
Youth Alpha Manual (15-18 years)

NORWAY – NORWEGIAN
30 Days
A Life Worth Living
A Life Worth Living Manual
Alpha - Questions of Life
Challenging Lifestyle
Challenging Lifestyle Manual
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Searching Issues
Searching Issues Manual
Searching Issues: Why Does God Allow Suffering?
The Alpha Course Leaders’ Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course Video Set
The Heart of Revival
The Marriage Book
The Marriage Course Leaders’ Guide
The Marriage Course Manual
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha Leaders’ Guide (& CD Rom where available)
Youth Alpha Manual (11-14 years)
Youth Alpha Manual (15-18 years)

POLAND – POLISH
A Life Worth Living
A Life Worth Living Manual
Alpha - Questions of Life
Alpha Course Leaders' Training DVD
An Introduction to Alpha in a Catholic Context
How to Run the Alpha Course - Getting Started
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Searching Issues
Searching Issues Manual
The Alpha Course DVD
The Alpha Course Leaders’ Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course Video Set
The Marriage Course Manual
The Marriage Course Speakers Notes CD-ROM
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha Guest Manual
Youth Alpha Leaders' Guide (& CD Rom where available)
Youth Alpha Manual (11-14 years)
Youth Alpha Manual (15-18 years)

PORTUGAL – PORTUGUESE (EUROPEAN)
Alpha - Questions of Life
Marriage Book
Telling Others
The Alpha Course in a Catholic Context – An Introductory Guide
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
Why Jesus?

ROMANIA – ROMANIAN
A Life Worth Living
A Life Worth Living Manual
Alpha - Questions of Life
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Searching Issues
Searching Issues Manual
The Alpha Course Administrator's Handbook
The Alpha Course DVD Set (subtitles)
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course Video Set
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha Leaders' Guide (& CD Rom where available)
Youth Alpha Manual (15-18 years)

RUSSIA – RUSSIAN
Alpha Conference CD MP3
Alpha Cookbook
Alpha Invitation Booklet
Alpha Invitation DVD (A all over the word)
Alpha Songbook (+2CD) -10
Challenging Lifestyle
Marriage Preparation Course Leaders' CD
Marriage Preparation Course Manual
The Alpha Course - an Introduction
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Video
The Marriage Course DVD
The Marriage Course Speakers Notes and Presentation Slides CD Rom

RUSSIA / KAZAKHSTAN – RUSSIAN
30 Days
A Life Worth Living
Alpha - Questions of Life
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Marriage Course Leaders' Guide
Maximising the Potential of Your Alpha Course
Searching Issues
The Alpha Course DVD Set
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training DVD
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course Video Set
The God Who Changes Lives
The Marriage Book
The Marriage Course Manual
Why Christmas?
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha Leaders' Guide (& CD Rom where available)
Youth Alpha Manual (11-14 years)

SERBIA – SERBIAN
A Life Worth Living
Alpha - Questions of Life
The Alpha Course DVD set
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course Video Set
The Marriage Course DVD Set
The Marriage Course Manual
The Marriage Course Video Set
Why Jesus?

SLOVAKIA – SLOVAK
Alpha - Questions of Life
How to Run the Alpha Course - Getting Started
The Alpha Course Guest Manual
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Guide
The Marriage Course Guest Manual
Why Jesus?

SLOVENIA – SLOVENE
The Alpha Course DVD Set
The Alpha Course Manual
Why Jesus?

SPAIN – SPANISH (EUROPEAN)
The Marriage Book
The Marriage Course Guest Manual
The Marriage Course Introductory Guide
What is Alpha?

SWEDEN – SWEDISH
"The Meaning of Life" DVD
30 Days
A Life Worth Living
A Life Worth Living Leaders’ Manual
A Life Worth Living Manual
Alpha - Questions of Life
Alpha Express DVD
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others
Maximising the Potential of Your Alpha Course
Roll up "If God did exist what would you ask"
Roll up "If you miss it all"
Roll up "Is this all"
Searching Issues
Searching Issues: What About Other Religions?
Searching Issues: Why Does God Allow Suffering?
The Alpha Course in a Catholic Context – An Introductory Guide
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Audio Set
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Video
The Alpha Course Leaders’ Training DVD
The Alpha Course Manual
The Alpha Course Video Set
The Church On Its Knees
The Da Vinci Code – A response
The God Who Changes Lives Video
The Marriage Book
The Marriage Course Leaders' Guide
The Marriage Course Manual
Why Christmas?
Why Jesus?
Youth Alpha -if you don't already know it all
Youth Alpha Leaders’ Guide (& CD Rom where available)
Youth Alpha Manual (15-18 years)
SWITZERLAND – SWISS GERMAN
Alpha Course Car sticker
Alpha Course Invitation
Alpha Course Poster (different sizes)
Alpha Intro for Guests
Alpha Introduction Brochure
The Alpha Admin CD Rom
The Alpha Course Administrator's Handbook
The Alpha Course Audio Set
The Alpha Course DVD
The Alpha Course Leaders' Training Manual
The Alpha Course Manual
The Marriage Course DVD
The Marriage Preparation Course DVD
Youth Alpha DVD
Youth Alpha Leaders' Guide (& CD Rom where available)
Youth Alpha Manual (15-18 years)

TURKEY – TURKISH
The Alpha Course Leaders' Manual
The Alpha Course Manual

UKRAINE – UKRAINIAN
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others

WALES – WELSH
Alpha - Questions of Life
The Alpha Course Guest Manual
MIDDLE EAST

EGYPT – ARABIC
Alpha - Questions of Life (EE)
How to Run the Alpha Course - Telling Others (EE)
Searching Issues (EE)
The Alpha Course Manual (EE)
The Alpha Course Team Training Manual (EE)
The Alpha Course Team Training Video (dubbed) (EE)
The Alpha Course Video Set (subtitles) (EE)
Why Christmas? (EE)
Why Jesus? (EE)

IRAN – Farsi
The Alpha Course Manual